In this paper I examine comparative data on the applicative -b'e suffix and its related syntax (including antidative constructions) in Mayan languages in order to contribute to their reconstruction. I present evidence in favor of a Proto-Mayan reconstruction of an applicative construction that optionally focused instruments, locatives, and addressees, and a Proto-Central-Mayan (Eastern and Western Mayan) reconstruction of the -b'e suffix. I discuss the possible sequence of events in the history of the applicative and related constructions from Proto-Mayan to the descendant subgroups, including the Greater Tzeltalan subgroup, thought by most linguists and epigraphers to constitute the basis of the language represented in Classic Lowland Mayan hieroglyphic texts. I then hypothesize on possible scenarios that can be tested against the evidence from Classic Lowland Mayan texts.
1. Introduction. In this paper I offer comparative evidence on two related phenomena in Mayan morphosyntax: the applicative construction generally triggered by the suffix -b'e and the antidative construction used in those languages where the applicative construction is not obligatory. The applicative construction, depending on the language, may "promote," "advance," or "focus" certain peripheral semantic roles (e.g., instruments, locatives, addressees, benefactives, malefactives, and possessors). There is much variation among Mayan languages in the types of roles affected by the applicative construction, in the discourse pragmatic factors that trigger it, and in its syntactic expression (e.g., Craig 1978 , Dayley 1981 , Kaufman 1990 , and Norman and Campbell 1978 . Syntactically, in some languages the peripheral role becomes a primary object and the former direct object becomes a secondary object, while in other languages the peripheral role becomes a direct object and the former direct object becomes oblique, and in still others the peripheral role is pragmatically highlighted but remains syntactically oblique.
Attempting to reconstruct the form and meaning of these constructions can be complicated because of the complex and often incomplete nature of the extant data, and also because there are two competing models for the diversification of Proto-Mayan or Common Mayan (e.g., Kaufman 1976; Robertson 1992; , as well as for the diversification of some of the descendant subgroups, as in the case of the closeness of the relationship among Ch'olan, Tzeltalan, and Wastekan (e.g., Norman 1984 and Robertson 1999) .
In 2 I provide the background necessary to discuss the applicative and antidative constructions and in 3 I discuss the methodology used for the historical linguistic reconstructions. In 4 I present the comparative Mayan data relevant to the morphosyntactic reconstruction of the applicative and antidative constructions and in 5 I reconcile the reconstructions and postulate a possible sequence of events from Proto-Mayan to the descendant subgroups. I present my conclusions and point to gaps that may be filled in future fieldwork in 6 .
I propose that the results point to a Proto-Mayan (or Common Mayan) applicative construction that optionally promoted or focused instruments, locatives, and addressees, although not necessarily with a suffix of the form -b'e. I also pay close attention to the Ch'olan and Tzeltalan languages due to their relevance to the study of ancient Mayan hieroglyphic texts. The historical reconstructions I offer here pose a set of scenarios for the development of the applicative and antidative constructions in the Ch'olan and Tzeltalan languages that can be tested against data from hieroglyphic texts. migrate north and settle in the Mayan lowlands, specifically in the Yucatan peninsula (ca. 1000 b.c. ), leaving Central Mayan behind in the homeland. (3) Eastern Mayan separates from Central Mayan (ca. 1600 b.c. ), spreading throughout the Cuchumatan highlands, leaving Western Mayan behind in the homeland.
(4) Greater Tzeltalan separates from Western Mayan (ca. 1000-600 b.c. ), migrates north, settles in the Peten and Copan lowlands (by ca. 100 b.c. ), and leaves Greater Q'anjob'alan behind in the homeland. (5) Greater Tzeltalan breaks into Ch'olan and Tzeltalan (ca. a.d. 100), with Ch'olan remaining in the lowlands and Tzeltalan migrating to the Chiapas highlands. (6) Ch'olan breaks into Western Ch'olan (Ch'ol-Chontal/ Yokot'an) and Eastern Ch'olan (Ch'olti'-Ch'orti') around the end of the Early Classic period (ca. a.d. 600). (7) Yukatekan breaks into Mopan and Yukatek-Lakantun-Itzaj (Kaufman 1991) or into Yukatek-Lakantun and Itzaj-Mopan (Justeson et al. 1985) around the end of the Terminal Classic period (ca. a.d. 1000). Robertson (1992:213, 217; holds a different view of some of the subgroupings and breakups. He subgroups Wastekan together with Greater Tzeltalan into a subgroup he calls Common Tzeltalan based on the evidence for the k (') > ch (') shift; he also argues that Ch'orti' is a direct descendant of Ch'olti' rather than its sibling. I agree with Kaufman (1989:part D, 143-44) in that a subgroup including Wastekan with Greater Tzeltalan is not feasible based on the evidence of the k (') > ch (') shift, since this shift took Kaufman and Norman (1984) ; ( b ) Robertson (1992) ; ( c ) Robertson (1999) . sibling (Robertson 1999) . He proposes the third set of pronominal markers in Ch'orti, which is used exclusively for incompletive intransitive verbal inflection, as a continuing development out of the so-called second incompletive of Ch'olti'; he also proposes that the negative future of Ch'orti' was likewise a continuing development out of the so-called second future of Ch'olti'. Recent research by Wichmann (2002) suggests, however, that the evidence behind this analysis is insufficient to support it. 4 Last, Robertson (1999) does not explain his proposed model for the diversification of Ch'olan into three groups-Classic Ch'olti'an, Acalan, and Ch'ol ( fig. 2 c ) -instead of into two groups, one of them comprising Ch'olChontal, as Robertson (1992) had argued ( fig. 2 b ) . Kaufman and Norman (1984:82, table 2), on the other hand, present grammatical evidence (table 1) 4 As Wichmann (2002) points out, such developments in Ch'orti' could be explained simply as a retention in Ch'olti' of a Proto-Eastern-Ch'olan pattern, and as an innovation in Ch'orti' with respect to such a hypothetical Proto-Eastern-Ch'olan pattern. Wichmann (2002:32, n. 15) also notes that the evidence from the distribution of -b'u ~ -b'a 'transitivizer of positionals' in Classic Lowland Mayan texts argues against the Ch'olti'-to-Ch'orti' hypothesis. For one, Ch'olti' has < -ba > ~ < -bi >, not < -ba > ~ < -bu >, while Ch'orti' has -b'a ~ -'bu. This evidence does not support the Classic Ch'olti'an (i.e., Pre-Eastern-Ch'olan) hypothesis as proposed by Houston, Robertson, and Stuart (2000) , which assumes that Ch'orti' descends from Ch'olti', and that Ch'olti' itself is a direct descendant of Classic Ch'olti'an (i.e., Pre-Eastern-Ch'olan). Since CLM texts (i.e., "Classic Ch'olti'an" according to these authors) exhibit a pattern for -b'u and -b'a based on dissimilation, just like Ch'orti ' (i.e., CaC-b'u , CuC-b'a ) , the fact that Ch'olti' does not exhibit such pattern suggests that Ch'olti' is not the direct ancestor of Ch'orti' but instead its sibling (i.e., CLM texts exhibit the pattern of Pre-Eastern-Ch'olan, which was retained in Ch'orti' but changed in Ch'olti' after the split of Proto-Eastern-Ch'olan). *The information in brackets aims to fill in the information available to Kaufman and Norman (1984) . Aulie and Aulie (1978) contains various examples of -t-es ~ -es ~ -s causatives in Ch'ol. Also, Ch'orti' has ti 'generic preposition', at least in idiomatic expressions such as ti chan ( -il ) 'high'. 
for the diversification of Ch'olan into Western Ch'olan (Ch'ol-Chontal) and Eastern Ch'olan (Ch'olti'-Ch'orti'), and suggest that the time of separation between Ch'ol and Chontal is probably much greater than that between Ch'olti' and Ch'orti'.
Grammatical structure.
Mayan languages are generally predicateinitial languages. Predicates can be verbal, nominal, or adjectival (England 1991 and Kaufman 1990) . Word order exhibits much variation, but in general deviations from verb-initial word order are pragmatically marked (Bricker 1986 , Brody 1984 , Durbin and Ojeda 1982 , England 1991 , Hofling 1982 Campbell 1978) . They are generally ergative-absolutive languages at the morphological level: ergative agreement markers on the verb coreference the transitive subjects (A), while absolutive agreement markers on the verb coreference both the intransitive subjects (S) and the transitive objects (O), resulting in an A (ergative) vs. S/O (absolutive) dichotomy. 5 At the syntactic level (Comrie 1978 and Dixon 1979 ) the picture is less clear: some languages exhibit some characteristics of syntactically ergative languages (Foley and Van Valin 1984 , Larsen and Norman 1979 , Manning 1996 , and Norman and Campbell 1978 , but alternative explanations in terms of different phenomena, such as obviation, may prove more adequate for others (Aissen 1999) .
Modifiers precede heads (e.g., adjective before noun) and possessees precede their possessors. Verbs take pronominal markers coreferencing the S (intransitive subject) if intransitive, and the A (transitive subject) and O (transitive object) if transitive. Possessed nouns coreference their possessors by means of the same set of pronominal markers used by transitive verbs to coreference the A.
The languages mark aspectual and mood distinctions rather than tense distinctions. Transitive, intransitive, and positional verbs are distinguished morphologically; the latter make up a type of root that may be transitivized or intransitivized with explicit derivational markers. Oblique arguments (e.g., recipients, benefactives, instruments, demoted As or Os) may be expressed as the complements of prepositional phrases or as the possessors of relational nouns (or a combination of the two), or in some cases they can become primary objects (see below). Transitive clauses can undergo the following valency and voice-changing operations: passive (O > S, A optional and oblique), mediopassive (O > S, A not implied), antipassive (A > S, O optional 5 Splits in the morphological ergative alignment of grammatical relations may be determined by nominal ontological salience (Mocho'), tense/aspect of the clause (Ch'olan, Yukatekan, Poqom), or subordinate status of the clause (Poqom, Greater Mamean, Greater Q'anjob'alan minus Tojolob'al and Motosintleko) (Dayley 1981 , Kaufman 1990 , Larsen and Norman 1979 , and Norman and Campbell 1978 . and oblique). Also, causative and applicative constructions are present throughout the family; in some languages, both transitive and intransitive verbs may take causative and applicative suffixes (e.g., Yukatek -t ), with intransitive verbs undergoing transitivization when this is the case. Derivations from nouns to verbs, verbs to nouns, intransitives to transitives, and transitives to intransitives generally require specific suffixes.
2.3. Primary and secondary object languages. Dryer (1986) has argued that some languages distinguish between Primary Object (PO), consisting of the Indirect Object (IO) of a ditransitive clause or the Direct Object (DO) of a monotransitive clause, and Secondary Object (SO), consisting of the DO of a ditransitive clause. He defines PO and SO as grammatical relations that exhibit a distribution parallel to that of ergative and absolutive in ergative-absolutive languages, as (1) and (2) show (Dryer 1986:814 In some languages the notional IO is always expressed as an indirect object (as in 3), in others it is expressed as a PO (as in 4), and in yet others both types of constructions may be possible (as in 5 and 6): 6 (3) French (Dryer 1986:811-12) Jean a donné le livre à Marie John perf give the book to Mary 'John gave the book to Mary'.
6 I use the following abbreviations: 1 = first-person marker, 2 = second-person marker, 3 = third-person marker; abs = absolutive marker/case, aff = affirmative emphasis particle, apl = applicative marker, caus = causitive, cls = noun classifier, cmp = completive, deic = deictic, det = determiner, dim = diminutive, do = direct object, dur = durative, encl = enclitic, erg = ergative marker/case, ext = existential particle, inc = incompletive, ins = instrumental suffix, io = indirect object, ivzr = intransitivizer, thm = theme vowel, asp = aspect, nom = nominal suffix, p = plural, part = participle, pass = passive, past = past tense, po = primary object, ppm = proximal patient marker, prep = preposition, pres = present tense, procl = proclitic, prog = progressive, s = singular, so = secondary object, sub = subordinator, term = terminative, trvzr = transitivizer. I use square brackets to set off infixes in interlineal glosses, angled brackets to set off a linguistic form cited from a manuscript using conventional orthography, and parentheses to set off omissible or phonologically conditioned segments. I use ch for IPA tÚ , j for IPA x, x for IPA Ú , b' for the voiced bilabial implosive, and ' for the glottal stop. IPA ts is conventionally spelled by most Mayanists as tz, and so I use tz. I leave unchanged b for b' in examples from colonial manuscripts using conventional orthography.
(4) Ojibwa (Dryer 1986:811-12) n-gi:-mi:n-A: mzinhigan za:bdi:s 1-past-give-3.anim book John 'I gave John a book'.
(5) Indonesian (Dryer 1986:811-12 (Rhodes 1976) and Tzotzil (Aissen 1983) . Instead, Dryer argues that in languages that lack dative constructions, the PO (DO of monotransitive clause, IO of ditransitive clause) ranks higher than the SO (DO of ditransitive clause). In Tzotzil, where the absolutive suffixes coreference the notional IO when the -b'e suffix is used, it can be said that absolutive agreement is reserved for intransitive subjects, monotransitive DOs, and ditransitive POs. Dryer proposes a set of hierarchically ranked ordered pairs of grammatical relations and their corresponding advancement rules that permit the member with the lower rank in the pair to advance to the higher rank:
Just as the antipassive is the opposite of the passive, the antidative is the opposite of the dative. The passive allows O to advance to S and the antipassive allows A to advance to S. Similarly, the dative allows a notional IO to advance to DO and the antidative allows a SO to advance to PO. For English, the classic analysis of sentences like (8a) sees them as basic, while sentences like (8b) are seen as the result of the dative advancement rule:
(8) English (Dryer 1986:821) (8a) John gave the book to Mary (8b) John gave Mary the book
The antidative analysis, in contrast, sees (8b) as the basic sentence and (8a) as the result of the antidative advancement rule. The prepositional phrase to Mary is analogous in this sense to the prepositional phrases with by of passive sentences; just as the agent of a transitive clause becomes oblique in a passive sentence (if expressed at all), the PO of a ditransitive clause becomes oblique in an antidative. Thus, nonterms (oblique arguments) require a preposition, while terms (transitive subject, primary object, secondary object, intransitive subject) require no preposition. As Dryer points out, the antidative analysis directly reflects the syntactic valence of the sentences in question: the monotransitive clause shows one nonsubject term and one nonterm, while the ditransitive clause shows two nonsubject terms and no nonterms. Dryer (1986:839-40) argues that instruments in some languages are advanced to SO not PO. This is the case when the advanced instrument does not cause the notional DO to lose its object properties. Dryer also notes that a nominal advanced to PO in AVO languages will occur in an immediately postverbal position as well. However, in Mayan languages, which are VOA languages, it is not immediately clear whether this would be a reliable diagnostic. Dryer uses an example from Kinyarwanda, an SVO language, in which an instrumental suffix -iish promotes a former nonterm n'ííkárámu 'with the pen' to term status as íkárámu 'pen': (9) Kinyarwanda (Dryer 1986:839-40) (9a) Úmwáalímu a-ra-andik-a íbárúwa n'ííkárámu teacher 3s-pres-write-asp letter with-pen 'The teacher is writing a letter with the pen'.
(9b) Úmwáalímu a-ra-andik-iish-a íbárúwa íkárámu teacher 3s-pres-write-ins-asp letter pen 'The teacher is writing a letter with the pen'.
After the advancement rule is applied, the advanced instrument 'pen' follows íbárúwa 'letter', the DO of (9a) and the PO of (9b). Dryer thus sees 'pen' in (9b) as an SO, since it does not take the place of the PO after the verb. In Mayan languages, as I show below, the instrument may be treated as a PO, an SO, or as neither, depending on the language.
2.4. The -b'e applicative construction: prior research. Various authors have discussed the history of the Mayan -b'e constructions. , following Kaufman's (1976) genetic model, reconstructs the suffix *-b'e to Proto-Central-Mayan (Eastern Mayan and Western Mayan). too has reconstructed the *-b'e marker to Proto-Central-Mayan and adds that the construction itself may be reconstructible to Proto-Mayan, given that Wastekan has two applicative constructions that promote indirect roles and instruments. Dayley (1981) does not use a specific genetic model but reconstructs *-b'e to Proto-Mayan, arguing that the associated construction allowed the promotion of indirect roles, such as recipients and addressees, in addition to instruments and locatives. Kaufman and Norman, (1984:139) , without commenting on the matter, reconstruct *-b'e to ProtoMayan. In this paper I provide further evidence in favor of the assessment by and Kaufman (1989). 7 3. Historical reconstruction: morphology and syntax. In dealing with morphological data, the comparative and internal reconstruction methods of historical linguists can readily be applied. The biggest problem lies in the risk of shifting, narrowing, or broadening functions for the morphemes in question, not to mention the risk of not recognizing or accounting for borrowing.
Dealing with syntactic reconstruction is a different matter. Following Harris and Campbell (1995:50) , I assume three mechanisms of syntactic change: reanalysis, extension, and borrowing. Reanalysis due to surface ambiguity changes the underlying structure of a construction (grammatical categories, grammatical relations, hierarchical structure, constituency, cohesion) but not its surface form (morphological inflection, word order). Extension changes the surface form but not necessarily the underlying structure of a construction. Borrowing is a potential obstacle to reconstruction and can be difficult to identify in syntactic constructions.
To carry out the reconstruction, I impose the following assumptions. First, lexical reconstruction, guided by the comparative method, can lead to syntactic reconstruction. Second, it is necessary to take into account typi-7 A referee of this paper offers a different view. Assuming Robertson's (1992; model for the diversification of "Common Mayan" ( fig. 4) , in which Wastekan did not break off early on from Common Mayan but was instead part of a "Common Tzeltalan" subgroup including Wastekan, Ch'olan, and Tzeltalan, the referee argues that Common Mayan had a *-b'e suffix which promoted instruments and locatives but not indirect roles. The referee does not recognize the promotion of indirect roles in Wastekan, Ch'ol, Chontal, Tzotzil, and Tzeltal as significant for the reconstruction of the early stages of Mayan linguistic history: by the referee's preferred subgrouping, these languages all belong to a closely related subgroup, Common Wasteko-Ch'olan (i.e., Wastekan-Ch'olan-Tzeltalan), and therefore do not bear implications for earlier stages. Also, by the referee's account, these languages are part of a linguistic contact area and therefore may have innovated the promotion of indirect roles through contact. The referee then concludes that no promotion of indirect roles is in evidence in Ch'olti', Ch'orti', Greater Q'anjob'alan, or Eastern Mayan. The comparative data I present below demonstrate that the opposite is the case. cal diachronic grammaticization directionalities (e.g., main verbs > auxiliary verbs, adpositions > case affixes, positional verbs > copula, etc.). In the case at hand, it is important to note the fact that verbs of speaking may develop cross-linguistically so as to subcategorize the addressee without the need for special morphological marking (e.g., applicative marker) or syntactic constructions. Another example is that of body-part nouns developing into locatives, adpositions, or reflexive pronouns. Third, I follow the guidelines of Campbell and Mithun (1980) for a holistic approach to reconstruction. Such approach assumes that despite the directionalities just mentioned, the potential for formal similarities due to chance, borrowing, and universals is greater for syntactic constructions than for phonological and lexical items. Thus, great caution is needed to assign formal and functional similarities to common ancestry. (Note the cases of Wastekan -b' and Yukatekan -'-discussed below.) And fourth, two important constraints must be kept in mind (Campbell and Mithun 1980:24-25) : the uniformitarian principle, which precludes the postulation of things that are impossible in present languages to earlier languages; and the intelligibility principle, which assumes continuity of intelligibility of a process/construction from one generation to the next.
With the above in mind, I apply the following steps in the reconstructions below (Kaufman 1989:part D, 11) : (1) I use a uniform terminology for all the languages discussed. (2) I discuss data from more closely related languages, assuming Kaufman's Mayan diversification model (see 4), and attempt to reconstruct the features for branches and smaller and younger subgroups first, larger and older subgroups second. (3) I then reconstruct the Proto-Mayan pattern by comparing the larger subgroups. (4) The results of (2) and (3) are reconciled. (5) The results of step (2) are reconciled with the results of step (4). Finally, I also discuss the complications imposed by diffusion. Ochoa Peralta (1984:76) lists two suffixes for the dialect from Xiloxuchil, Veracruz, namely, -tz and -tzintz. Kaufman (1989:part D, 41-42) notes that these suffixes, which are found in variation with -ch ~ -chinch, as well as the suffix -na', exhibit "the exact same function" as -b'e in other Mayan languages and specifically in Greater Tzeltalan: to promote a third-person indirect object to direct object.
The
(10) Wastek (Dayley 1981:55) 
The use of -ch(i )(nch) thus seems to relate to the function of promoting indirect arguments to PO. However, since in (10a) and (10b) both the buyer ('him') and merchandise ('it') arguments are third-person singular, it is not possible to distinguish them based on coreferencing with the verb.
Interestingly, Wastek has a suffix -b' 'transitive marker' that is worth further study:
It is possible that this suffix could be cognate with -b'e, given its transitivizing function in other Mayan languages where it is used with intransitive or positional roots, and the possibility that its range of functions may have undergone narrowing or shift once Wastekan innovated the additional applicative suffixes -tz(i )(ntz) and -na'. Nevertheless, this is not sufficient evidence to support Proto-Mayan *-b'(e) 'applicative'.
Yukatekan.
Yukatekan lacks an obvious cognate of -b'e, and it does not have an overtly marked applicative construction comparable to the -b'e/PO rule. In the modern Yukatekan languages, a clause with a noun phrase in addressee role ('John' in 12, 'Hachäkyum' in 13, 'the man' in 14) is not specially marked morphologically and does not undergo PO promotion but is instead expressed as the object of the preposition ti' 'to/at/for' in Yukatek and Lakantun and t(i'ih) in Itzaj and Mopan:
(12) Yukatek (Bricker, Po7ot Yah, and Dzul de Po7ot 1998:274) t
-(k-)á'al-ah-W tí'
h+wà:n asp.term-(1perg-)say-cmp-3sabs prep procl+John 'We said it to John'.
(13) Lakantun (Bruce 1968:112-13 
(14) Itzaj (Hofling 1991:110) t-uy-a'al-a(h)-W t-a'-winik-eh asp.term-3serg-say-cmp-3sabs prep-det-man-encl 'It said to the man'.
(15) Mopan (Cohuoj Caal et al. 2001:256, 272 and Schumann Gálvez 1997:140) 
kax ti'i aj+Wan procl+mother/female chicken prep procl+John 'My mother sent a chicken to Mr. John'.
(15b) inw-ad-ik-W tech 1serg-say/tell-inc 2spro 'I say/tell it to you'.
To my knowledge there are no published examples of Mopan clauses with the addressee argument expressed as a full nominal phrase. The phrase 'to Mr. John' in (15a) is used to express a recipient not an addressee, but given the evidence in (12)- (15) it is likely that Mopan would express the addressee in the same manner as Itzaj. Otherwise, the examples available to me of phrases in addressee roles involve pronominal phrases (as in 15b), where tech '2spro' (< t-ech < ti'(ih) + ech 'prep + 2sabs') is used to express the addressee.
Yukatekan languages also exhibit possessive constructions in which the possessor may be understood to be in a benefactive or recipient role. The following examples illustrate this (the Yukatek and Itzaj examples were brought to my attention by Victoria Bricker and Andrew Hofling, respectively):
(16) Yukatek (Bricker, Po7ot Yah, and Dzul de Po7ot 1998:278, 295 )
in-yùum 1serg-father '. . . I took that money because I had to buy my father's medicine' (i.e., medicine for my father)
(17) Itzaj (Hofling 1990:550- 
'. . . in order to give all of the horses their drink . . .' Although no syntactic advancement takes place, these constructions are essentially identical to constructions found in languages like Tzotzil, Tzeltal, Ch'ol, and Chontal, where possessor advancement takes place when the applicative -b'e suffix is used (see 4.4.2). 9 In the Itzaj examples, Hofling (1990:550) explains, "the possessor NP is also in a recipient/beneficiary case role, which is a common construction for intimately possessed objects such as food and drink but differs from canonical indirect-object constructions." This explains the contrast between (17b) and (17c): in-ts'on 'my gun' in (17c) is not possessed by the recipient. Hofling does not mention possessors in addressee roles as being affected in this manner.
The Yukatekan data suggest that after the split of Mopan from ProtoYukatekan (if one assumes the Mopan vs. Yukatek-Lakantun-Itzaj diversification model of Kaufman 1991) , at the latest, addressees were expressed obliquely, and that no -b'e/PO rule was used. Further evidence from Mopan would be necessary to say anything about speaker-addressee clauses in ProtoYukatekan. 10 If one assumes the Mopan-Itzaj vs. Yukatek-Lakantun model of Justeson et al. (1985) , then Proto-Yukatekan expressed addressees obliquely and lacked a -b'e/PO rule. Terry Kaufman (personal communication, 2002) has suggested that the Proto-Yukatekan verb *'á'al 'to say' (e.g., Yukatek 'á'al, Itzaj 'a'al) could possibly incorporate a frozen remnant of -b'e in the form of the intervocalic glottal stop -'-, given that the root 'to say' is reconstructible to Proto-Mayan as *(h)al and that root transitive verbs in Yukatekan (and Mayan in general) are normally CVC, not CVVC or CV'VC. If this is correct, then a suffix of the form *-b' could be posited to Late Proto-Mayan in Kaufman's model (Proto-Mayan minus Wastekan). There may be some slight support for Kaufman's suggestion in Cohuoj Caal et al.'s (2001:279) 2 shows the distribution of the -b'e suffix in the Eastern Mayan languages. These data suggest a straightforward reconstruction of *-b'e as the suffix in Proto-Eastern-Mayan, as proposed by and Norman and Campbell (1978) . But reconstructing the precise meaning of this suffix and its associated syntax is a much more complex matter.
4.3.1. Greater K'iche'an. There is considerable variation in Eastern Mayan regarding the syntactic details of the -b'e construction, as shown in (b) of table 2. Nevertheless, the construction is used for pragmatic focus throughout Eastern Mayan. In K'iche', the instrument is fronted and coreferenced on the verb by means of the absolutive marker whenever the -b'e construction is used, constituting a clear case of PO advancement, while the O may or may not be demoted syntactically but is not coreferenced on the verb: (Kaufman 1990:78) 
iich' inc-3sabs-1serg-cut-tv det wood prep machete 'I cut (habitually) the wood with a machete'.
lee chee' machete inc-3sabs-1serg-cut-apl-tv det wood 'A machete is what I cut the wood with'.
Here, 'a machete' and 'the wood' are both third-person singular, and either one could correspond to the third-person singular absolutive marker -W on the verb. However, the O is sometimes demoted syntactically as the possessor of a relational noun -ee(ch): (Kaufman 1990:79 and Dayley 1981:27) 
canoe inc-3sabs-3serg-eat-caus-apl-tv r-ee lee aaq 3serg-rn det pig 'As for the man, it is a canoe that he uses to feed the pigs'.
aw-eech machete cmp-3sabs-1serg-hit-apl-tv 2serg-rn 'It was a machete that I wounded you with/I used a machete to wound you'.
This construction can be applied concurrently with the passive voice, showing that the verb agrees with the third-person singular 'machete' rather than with the underlying O, which is second-person singular:
(21) K'iche' (Dayley 1981:28) ch 'iich' x-W-sok-b'e-r aw-eech machete cmp-3sabs-hit-apl-pass 2serg-rn '(It was) a machete (that) was used to wound you'.
The -b'e/PO construction can be a valency-increasing operation since it can ditransitivize root transitives and causativized verbs, as in (19)- (21) above. This is suggested by the fact that neither the PO nor the SO in (19b) is syntactically oblique. However, the syntactic demotion of 'the pigs' in (20a) and 'you' in (20b) and (21) shows that valency may remain unchanged. The -b'e/PO construction can also be a valency-changing operation since it can transitivize root intransitives and positionals, as in (22) below. Kaufman (1990:79) gives examples of intransitive (e.g., ok 'to enter', b'iin 'walk', war 'to sleep') and positional (e.g., t'uy 'seated') roots that take -a-b'e (after CaC roots?) ~ -i-b'e (elsewhere?) to add a second argument corresponding to a location or circumstance, which may (cf. 22a) or may not (cf. 22b and 22c) be fronted: (Kaufman 1990:79) (22a) lee achi 'h u-q'ab' k-W-u-war-a-b' e-ej det man 3serg-arm inc-3sabs-3serg-sleep-?-apl-tv 'The man sleeps on his arm'.
e-x-iik inc-3sabs-1serg-walk-[apl-]tv 2serg-talk-apl-pass-nom 'I walk (while) talking to you' (lit. 'I walk with your being talked to').
He walks with/despite his illness'.
(22b) is interesting because the circumstance is a nominalized passive verb 'your being talked to'. The verb is a verb of talking, ch'aa, which shows that at least one K'iche' verb of talking (i.e., verbs with speaker and addressee roles) may take -b'e. Kaufman (1989:part D, 41) has in fact commented that in K'iche', -b'e survives with verbs with indirective roles in lexicalized or frozen usage.
In Tz'utujil, the instrument argument is fronted for pragmatic focus (e.g., for questioning or emphasis) but is not coreferenced on the verb with an absolutive marker. Instead, the underlying O is coreferenced, as in (23a). This is supported by the fact that the instrument is expressed obliquely as the object of the preposition tza'n (or chee) 'with', as in (23b), when the -b'e rule is not used:
(23) Tz'utujil (Craig 1978:59, 61) (23a) atet jun ab'aj x-in-a-ch'ey-b'ie-j 2spro one rock cmp-1sabs-2serg-hit-apl-tv 'You hit me with a rock'.
chi' jaay tza'n chie' cmp-3sabs-1serg-close mouth house with stick 'I closed the door with a propped stick'.
(23c) chie ' x-W-in-tz'ap-b'ie-j chi' jaay stick cmp-3sabs-1serg-close-apl-tv mouth house 'I closed the door with a propped stick'.
The construction is therefore not a PO advancement construction, and the instrument remains at best an SO:
(24) Tz'utujil (Dayley 1981:27) (24a) machat x-in-re-ch'oy-b'e-ej machete cmp-1sabs-3serg-cut-apl-tv 'It was a machete that he cut me with'.
(24b) machat x-in-choy-b'e-x-i machete cmp-1sabs-cut-apl-pass-iv 'It was a machete that I was cut with'.
In (24b), a passive form of (24a), the O is coreferenced as the subject of the verb with an absolutive marker, unlike (21) in K'iche', where the O is not coreferenced in the passive form but expressed as the possessor of a relational noun. Dayley (1981:59) and García Matzar (1998:114) note that Tz'utujil has some verbs with -b'e that promote indirect roles (I have broken up García
(25) Tz'utujil (García Matzar 1998:114)
cmp-1sabs-3serg-sell-apl-tv 'S/he sold it to me'.
(25b) x-in-ru-tzijo-b'e-ej cmp-1sabs-3serg-speak-apl-tv 'S/he talked to me'.
In Kaqchikel, the instrument is always expressed obliquely as the possessor of the relational noun -ik'in and may or may not be fronted for pragmatic focus. The verb agrees with the underlying O not with the instrument. Thus, there is no PO advancement rule in Kaqchikel, and for that matter no SO advancement rule either, since the instrument is always oblique. Furthermore, the suffix -b'e is optional if the instrument is not fronted:
(26) Kaqchikel (Dayley 1981:27-28) (26a) r-ik'in jun machät x-i-ru-sok-b'e-j 3serg-rn a machete cmp-1sabs-3serg-wound-apl-tv 'With a machete he wounded me'.
r-ik'in jun machät cmp-1sabs-3serg-cut-(apl-tv) 3serg-rn a machete 'He cut it with a machete'.
(26c) r-ik'in jun machät x-i-ru-sok-b'e-x 3serg-rn a machete cmp-1sabs-wound-apl-pass
'With a machete I was wounded'.
The verb of (26c), a passivized form of the verb in (26a), shows that the verb coreferences the O rather than the instrument. In Poqomam, the instrument may or may not be fronted for pragmatic focus, and the underlying O may or may not be oblique. If oblique, the O is expressed as the possessor of the relational noun -ihchin or -e(h) 'to/for/of ' (dative). The instrument, if not fronted, may also be expressed as the possessor of the relational noun -iij. In fact, both the instrument and the O may appear postverbally and as the possessors of relational nouns at the same time, as in (27). As in Kaqchikel, the -b'e ~ -'e (-'e + Vh > -'i-eh) marker is optional if the instrument is not fronted: In Poqomchi', according to Dayley (1981:22) , the instrument is always fronted for pragmatic focus, and the O is not demoted; the suffix is -b'e, according to Dayley, while more recently it has been described as -b'eej by Malchic Nicolás, Isem, and Tul Rax (2000:265) , which may be more discretely analyzed as -b'e-ej (apl-tv) (cf. Tz'utujil -b'e-ej, Kaqchikel -b'e-j, K'iche' -b'e-j, Poqomam -'i-eh) . According to Malchic Nicolás, Isem, and Tul Rax (2000:265) , fronting of the instrument after suffixation of -b'e(-ej) requires the placement of the particle wii' as a trace after the verb and before the patient and agent arguments, as in (28a) and (28b). Also, they note that if the possessed relational noun r-uuk' (3serg-with) is fronted with the instrument, as in (28c), then the construction is not in instrumental focus but in frequentative focus, though their translation seems to correspond to an instrumental focus interpretation. And last, they note that the use of the suffix -i-b'e(-ej) is optional in some dialects, as in (28c). The -b'e suffix can be used on transitive and intransitive verbs; with intransitives the suffix is -V-b'e, most often -e-b'e, and the verb is still intransitive, taking an ergative marker for the argument in S role and no absolutive marker for the instrument:
(30) Ixil (Ayres 1991:160) (30a) Iqvil kat-in-ja (') [-e-b'e] rope asp-1serg-climb-apl 'By rope I climbed'.
(30b) Axh in-ja' [-a-b 'e] 2spro 1serg-climb-apl 'By you I climbed (I used you to climb)'.
When the -b'e construction is used on a transitive verb, the underlying O can exhibit one of two forms: (1) it is oblique and expressed as the possessor of the relational noun -i', as in (31a) below; or (2) it is not oblique and is coreferenced on the verb with an absolutive marker, as in (31b) Ixil, interestingly, has a voice marked with -kat by which an indirect role such as goal or recipient can be pragmatically focused and syntactically fronted. However, the focused argument remains oblique and is not coreferenced on the verb: (32) Ixil (Ayres 1983:25, 26) (32a) Kat-o-oya+W u b'oob'al s+ we cmp-2serg-give+3sabs det hat prep me 'You gave the hat to me'.
(32b) S+ we kat-o-oya-kat+W u b'oob'al prep me cmp-2serg-give-apl+3sabs det hat 'To me you gave the hat'.
In both (32a) and (32b) the recipient is oblique, being the object of a preposition. In (32b) it is fronted and focused, and the verb takes the -kat focus marker. This is clearly not a case of PO advancement. 4.3.3. Backward reconstruction: Proto-Eastern-Mayan. Given the data in part (b) of table 2, the Proto-Eastern-Mayan suffix can be reconstructed as *-b'e. Since K'iche' and Poqomchi' (Greater K'iche'an) and Ixil (Greater Mamean) have a suffix of the general form -V-b'e to be used on intransitives, Proto-Eastern-Mayan likely had a suffix of the form *-V-b'e as well (both K'iche' and Ixil have -a-b'e, so it may be possible to reconstruct *-a-b'e as one of the allomorphs).
As far as the associated syntactic constructions, in K'iche'an Proper (K'iche', Kaqchikel, Tz'utujil) the suffix is used primarily to focus arguments in instrumental role. In K'iche', it is used with locatives and other circumstances as -V-b'e on intransitives. In K'iche' and Tz'utujil, it is used in a lexicalized or frozen manner to focus indirect roles such as addressees (cf. 22b and 25). In Poqom (Poqomam, Poqomchi'), the suffix is used to signal focusing of instruments too, although Smith-Stark (1994:45) points out that in Poqomam causes may also be focused with -b'e. In Ixil, the suffix also marks pragmatic focus of the instrument and a different marker, -kat, allows for indirect roles to receive focus as well, though they remain oblique.
Based on this evidence, it is possible to reconstruct the pragmatic focus of instrument roles as one of the functions of the -b'e suffix in Proto-EasternMayan. The frozen examples from K'iche' and Tz'utujil where -b'e allows advancement of an indirect role, and the focusing of indirect roles in Ixil with -kat, suggest that Proto-Eastern-Mayan may have had a rule of PO advancement of indirect roles (more like in K'iche' and Tz'utujil), of focusing of indirect roles (perhaps without PO advancement, more like in Ixil), or of focusing with optional PO advancement of indirect roles (a combination of the situation in K'iche', Tz'utujil, and Ixil).
In K'iche'an Proper (K'iche', Kaqchikel, Tz'utujil), the construction may have involved obligatory (K'iche', Tz'utujil) or optional (Kaqchikel) fronting of the instrument role. In K'iche', the fronted and focused instrument triggers coreferencing on the verb with absolutive markers (PO advancement), while the O becomes oblique and the possessor of the relational noun -ee(ch). In Poqom (Poqomam, Poqomchi'), fronting may have been obligatory (Poqomchi') or optional (Poqomam), but in neither does the focused or fronted instrument trigger coreferencing on the verb with an absolutive marker. Also, the O in Poqom was coreferenced on the verb with an absolutive marker and was not relegated to an oblique status, except in Poqomam. In Ixil, fronting is obligatory and the O always maintains agreement with the transitive verb, whether it was expressed obliquely or not. Consequently, in Proto-Eastern-Mayan, fronting may have been possible but probably not obligatory, and absolutive agreement on the verb was with the O and not pragmatic voices, or voices that "primarily encode . . . alternating assignments of informational salience (focus) among certain noncore nominal positions." with the instrument: the -b'e construction was therefore not likely a PO advancement construction in Proto-Eastern-Mayan, and became one at the earliest only in Proto-K'iche'an Proper (K'iche'-Tz'utujil-Kaqchikel), certainly in K'iche'.
As far as the antidative construction is concerned, this term only applies to the K'iche' constructions, where the instrument becomes a true PO when the -b'e suffix is used. None of the other Eastern Mayan languages advances the instrument to a PO status, with absolutive agreement on the verb, although in some cases (e.g., Poqomchi') more data may prove differently, while in others the instrument at best becomes an SO (e.g., Tz'utujil).
Western Mayan.
(Part (c) of table 2 shows the distribution of the -b'e suffix in the Western Mayan languages. As explained below, the data support the reconstruction of *-b'e for Proto-Western-Mayan.
4.4.1. Greater Q'anjob'alan. Kaufman (1989:part B, 41) shows that Mocho' retains the -b'e marker in a nonproductive manner. An example is 'iitz '-b'e '(vt) conocer (to meet)' from 'iitz'-a' '(vt) saber, conocer (to know, meet)' (Kaufman 1967:58) . Martin (1994:125) illustrates W-x-haqbe-qin-qe' (asp-3serg-ask-1sabs-pl) 'they asked me', which shows a verb haqbe that may very well consist of haq-b'e (ask-apl). Thus, taking into account the Mocho' (Greater Q'anjob'alan), Eastern Mayan, and Greater Tzeltalan evidence (see 4.4.2), the suffix can be reconstructed as *-b'e for Proto-Greater-Q'anjob'alan and Proto-Western-Mayan (Kaufman 1989:part C) .
Interestingly, Jakaltek exhibits optional or conditioned PO advancement of instruments:
(33) Jakaltek (Craig 1978:56) (33a) (x)W-s-peb'a naj te' pulta y-u te' (cmp-)3sabs-3serg-close he the door 3serg-rn the xila chair 'He closed the door with the chair'.
(33b) te' xila x-W-peb'a-n te' pulta y-u naj the chair cmp-3sabs-close-ap the door 3serg-rn he 'He closed the door with the chair' (lit. 'The chair closes the door by him').
In (33a) the instrument is expressed obliquely as the possessor of the relational noun -u and the verb is active transitive. In (33b) the so-called antipassive suffix -n is used, the instrument is focused and lacks oblique marking as in (33a), and the O follows the verb immediately and lacks oblique marking. Interestingly, the A now exhibits oblique marking as the possessor of a relational noun -u. Craig (1978:57) argues that the "fact that the transitive verb [in (33b)] is in the antipassive construction when the instrumental is promoted is taken as an indication that the instrumental functions as the surface structure subject of the sentence." This is supported by the fact that the A is now oblique. In both cases the O argument immediately follows the verb and lacks oblique marking. While it is not possible to say that it is not the O argument that is coreferenced on the verb in (33b), the fact that oblique marking is reserved for the instrument in the active clause in (33a) and for the A in the instrument-promotion clause in (33b) suggests that these two arguments have exchanged function as the surface subject. A reviewer of this paper has pointed out to me that Akatek exhibits optional advancement of indirect roles, including addressee roles, without special marking on the verb. At the same time the reviewer suggests that such promotion does not necessarily indicate that a hypothetical -b'e suffix once existed in Akatek and served to advance indirect roles. More commonly, the reviewer note, a preposition e is used in Akatek to express indirect arguments obliquely.
I agree with the reviewer that such optional promotion does not imply the past presence of a -b'e/PO advancement rule, given that cross-linguistically verbs of speaking often subcategorize addressee arguments as core arguments without special marking on the verb. At the very least, Akatek may be a PO language with an antidative rule marked by the phrase in (t)e(t)-abs, based on the 'dative/benefactive' adposition (t)e(t) (Zavala 1997:444) . In Q'anjob'al, the preposition b'ay (cf. B'ay te na [prep det house] 'in the house') is used for the same purpose (Montejo and Nicholas P. 1996:138) The NP is in recipient role ('to the woman') and can only be expressed if the verb takes -b'e. The -b'e/PO advancement rule must obligatorily occur in this clause or else the argument in recipient role cannot be expressed. The PO, not the SO, is coeferenced on the verb:
(35) Tzotzil (Aissen 1987:107, 124 )
In (35a), a-(2sabs) corresponds to the argument in recipient role, while k-(1serg) corresponds to the agentlike argument of the verb. In (35b), the verb is passive and the intransitive subject coreferenced on the verb corresponds to the argument in addressee role. In (36), the -b'e/PO rule triggers agreement of the verb with the PO in possessor role that is coreferenced by i-(1sabs) on the verb: (36) Tzotzil (Aissen 1987:130) Ch-i-s-na'-b'e tal j-nichim-al inc-1sabs-3serg-remember-apl come 1serg-flower-poss 'They remember to bring me my flowers'.
The benefactive meaning of the possessor can be accounted for by the fact that it is an example of inanimate possession. Aissen (1987:128-30 ) explains, following Haviland (1980) , that inanimate possessors may be related to the head nouns by location, function or use, cause, victim, and benefactive relationships. Thus, the benefactive function of the possessor in (36) can be explained by the inanimate possession construction alone (Aissen 1987:130) rather than by the -b'e/PO rule. This may be the case as well for the Yukatekan examples in (16)- (18) above.
Instruments may be expressed either with the preposition ta or without a preposition if the -b'e/PO rule applies. If the -b'e/PO rule applies, there is no obligatory fronting of the instrument:
(37) Tzotzil (Dayley 1981:43) (37a) la-W-s-mil ta machita cmp-3sabs-3serg-kill prep machete 'She killed him with a machete'.
(37b) ta-W-s-paj-b'e akuxa ti ka'e cmp-3sabs-3serg-prick-apl needle det horse 'He pricked the horse with a needle'.
In Tzeltal, the suffix -b'e also marks the PO advancement rule (Dayley 1981:44) . The rule applies obligatorily and advances recipients, benefactives, and possessors of patients, but not instruments, to PO function. For instance, la-y-ak'-b'e-W (cmp-3serg-give-appl-3sabs) 'he gave it to him' advances a recipient, while ja-s-pas-b'-on (inc-3serg-appl-3sabs) 'he does it for him' advances a benefactive. The following example is of interest due to its similarity to the Yukatekan possessor-possessee constructions discussed above:
(38) Tzeltal (Dayley 1981:44) la
In (38), the verb takes the -b'e applicative suffix. However, it is not clear which noun, 'dog' or 'Juan', it coreferences by means of the third-person singular absolutive suffix -W, since both are third-person singular.
4.4.2.2. Ch'olan. Ch'ol uses the suffix -b'e ~ -b'ey ~ -e (Josserand and Hopkins 1985:6) , and nominals in recipient, addressee, benefactive, malefactive, and possessor of patient roles are obligatorily advanced to PO. The PO is coreferenced on the verb with an absolutive suffix, and the former DO becomes an SO: (39) Ch'ol (Aulie and Aulie 1978:199 and Dayley 1981:48) (39a) woli-k-taj-b'e-n-W asp-1serg-find-apl-inc-3sabs 'I am finding it for him'.
In -b'e/PO passives, neither the PO 'John' nor the SO 'a paper' is demoted syntactically, while the A is (hence it follows the preposition ti ):
(40) Ch'ol (Dayley 1981:48) tsa '-päs-b'e-nt-i-W jun Jwan ti asp.term-show-apl-pass-cmp-3sabs paper John prep Alfonso Alfonso 'John was shown a paper by Alphonse'.
Instruments are expressed obliquely with the preposition ti and are apparently never advanced:
(41) Ch'ol (Aulie and Aulie 1978:192) mu' ab'i i-bik'ti-t'oj-W-W ti asp+ they.say 3serg-in.pieces-cut-cmp-3sabs prep machit jini lukum machete det snake 'He cut the snake in pieces with a machete'.
Chontal/ Yokot'an uses the applicative marker -b'e ~ -b', as in the following examples from Knowles (1984:156): uy-al-b'e-n-on (3serg-say-aplinc-1sabs ) 'He tells it to me ' and k-äl-b'-i-W (1serg-say-apl-cmp-3sabs) 'I said it to him'.
The roles of the advanced PO in Chontal can be recipient, benefactive, malefactive, locative, addressee, and possessor of patients (Knowles 1984:160) . The -b'e/PO rule is not used for instrument roles, which are expressed as the objects of the preposition t'ok:
(42) Chontal (Knowles 1984:142) kä-hätz'-e'-W t'ok kä-machit 1serg-hit-inc-3sabs with 1serg-machete 'I hit him with my machete'. Though Chontal, like Ch'ol, generally advances the mentioned roles to PO in an obligatory manner, it sometimes also uses a phrase of the general form prep-erg-b'a to express indirect roles if the -b'e suffix is not used on the verb, such as with 'all the guests' in (43a), or to express causes that normally consist of infinitive, subjunctive, or nominalized verbs, as in (43b): (43) Chontal (Keller and Luciano G. 1997:37) (43a) . . . mach uy-äk'-ä-W t-u-b'a upete jula' . . . neg 3serg-give-3sabs prep-3serg-rn all guests 'It will not (last/be enough) for all the guests'.
(43b) Ajn-W-on kä-k'at-b'e-n-W permiso jini run-cmp-1sabs 1serg-ask-apl-inc-3sabs permission dms winik t-u-b'a num-ik-on . . man prep-3serg-rn pass-subj-1sabs
'I went to ask that man for permission to go across [his land . . .]'.
The prep-erg-b'a form can be used with any person marker, but t-u-b'a (prep-3serg-rn) 'for/to him/her/it' is the most common, given its grammaticized uses to express causes and infinitives, as in the case of the following infinitive passive:
(44) Chontal (Knowles 1984:191) t-u-b'a ah+k'ux-k-an prep-3serg-rn procl+eat-pass-inc 'for being eaten'
In modern Ch'orti', according to Dayley (1981:46) , there is no overt morphological marker for a PO advancement rule. PO advancement does occur with some semantically appropriate verbs but is not obligatory:
(45) Ch'orti' (Dayley 1981:46) (45a) uy-ajk'u-W-'on e chicha 3serg-give-cmp-1pabs det rum 'He gave us the rum'. In (45a), the verb 'give' coreferences both the agent ('he') and the recipient ('us'), while in (45b), the passivized form coreferences the recipient ('we') which is now the subject. In both cases, the patient ('the rum') is present but is not expressed as the complement of an oblique construction. In neither case is a reflex of the suffix -b'e present. In (45c), the phrase ta-ni-b'a (prep-1serg-rn) is used to express the recipient role in an oblique form. It can also be used to express benefactives and possessors:
(46) Ch'orti' (Pérez Martínez 1994:48, 142) Thus, in Ch'orti', the prep-erg-b'a phrase covers the same range of roles that can be promoted in Chontal and Ch'ol through the -b'e/PO rule. This phrase is also used in Ch'orti' to express more grammaticized roles, such as cause and purpose, as in (47), where twa' (< t-u-b'a) is used to express the thematic role of purpose: Instruments in Ch'orti' are expressed as the objects of the preposition taka or tama, which is probably composed of the preposition ta and an undetermined particle:
(48) Ch'orti' (Pérez Martínez 1994:48, 110) (48a) in-xur-i-W e te' taka e machit 1serg-cut-cmp-3sabs det stick/tree prep det machete 'I cut the stick/tree with the machete'.
(48b) niw-ixka'r u-t'ojt'-i ni-jor tama e 1serg-woman 3serg-hit-cmp-3sabs 1serg-head prep det te' stick/tree 'My woman hit me in the head with the stick'. Kaufman (1989:42) mentions that Ch'orti' retains the -b'e suffix, albeit in nonproductive usage. Kaufman and Norman (1984:116, 131, 137) do provide examples from Ch'olti' and Ch'orti', based on which they reconstruct Proto-Ch'olan *-b'e 'indirective', but they do not elaborate on them. They thus reconstruct *täk'-b'e 'responder, contestar (answer)' based on its attestations in Acalan-Chontal, Ch'olti', and Ch'orti'; Proto-Ch'olan *äl-b'e * ä'le 'decir a (tell)' based on its attestations in Ch'ol, Acalan-Chontal, and Ch'orti'; and Proto-Ch'olan *yah 'desire, love' based on its attestations in Acalan-Chontal <yahin> and Ch'olti' <yahbe> 'desear, amar', the latter probably yah-b'e. A reflex of the proposed *täk'-b'e is found still in modern Ch'orti' as tak(')b'e, albeit without any obvious lexicalization of the PO advancement rule:
(49) Ch'orti' (Pérez Martínez 1996:196) Karme, ma'chi ub'n-e'n in-takb'e-W-W Carmen neg ability-1sabs 1serg-answer-cmp-3sabs
aw-ub'saj 2serg-question 'Carmen, no pude responder tu pregunta' ('Carmen, I couldn't answer your question').
Here, 'Carmen' is not a core argument; it has more of a vocative role. The only core arguments of the verb are 'I' and 'question', and so 'question' is coreferenced on the verb with the absolutive marker -W. Only through elicitation would it be possible to test whether 'Carmen' can be expressed as core argument of the verb that is coreferenced on the verb, or obliquely (e.g., as t-u-b'a Karme) through antidative or indirect object construction. Ch'orti' also seems to have a reflex of Proto-Ch'olan *äl-b'e ~ *ä'l-e 'to tell' (Kaufman and Norman 1984:116) , where the variant form suggests that the suffix -b'e has changed to -'e > -'-. . . -e, as the following example suggests:
(50) Ch'orti' (Fought 1972:308) 'entonses che' e diablo 'uy-a['] ar-e-W-W then said det devil 3serg-say[apl]-apl-cmp-3sabs e winik det man 'Then, he said, the devil told the man . . .'.
The addressee argument is raised to PO and is not oblique. The verb shows an affix of the form -'-. . . -e, the variant of Proto-Ch'olan *-b'e reconstructed by Kaufman and Norman (1984:116) . The semantics of the verb and the syntax of the sentence are both consistent with such analysis, and the presence of such an affix explains the otherwise unexplained glottal stop in the verb root (cf. discussion of Yukatekan 'á'al ~ 'aal-b' in 4.2). Both Ch'ol and Chontal have äl as the root; and in both Proto-Greater-Tzeltalan and Proto-Mayan, the root can be reconstructed as *(h)al (Kaufman and Norman 1984:116) . Thus, the suffix -b'e seems to be frozen in the Ch'orti' verb a're, but a're subcategorizes the indirect role (addressee) as a core argument, whereas tak(')b'e does not. Moran (1695:22-23 ) describes the suffix <-bel> ~ <-el> for Ch'olti' as a suffix used for instrumental and locative roles. The suffix may actually conflate two markers, -b'e-el. 13 The following examples illustrate the use of -b'e-el in promoting instruments (<in maij> 'my offering') to absolutive case and in fronting them to the beginning of the clause:
(51) Ch'olti' (Moran 1695:23) (51a) <in-maij yual-in-nol-ez-be-(e)l-W Dios> 1serg-gift asp-1serg-big-caus-apl-inc-3sabs God 'Con mi oferta o dadiva engrandesco a Dios' ('With my offering or gift I make God great').
13 A referee isolates the <l> as part of a separate morpheme, probably a "locative -el" that may be equivalent to the K'iche'an particle wi', which is used in place of a fronted locative or instrument phrase. The referee further suggests that this locative -el probably spread from use with positional verbs to use with transitive verbs. Here I assume the referee's analysis for this suffix or particle, supported by the following examples: (c) <silla chul-el-en> chair seated-loc-1sabs
'estoi (sentado) en la silla' ('I am (seated) in the chair').
In (a), -el is not used; the verb is a positional stative verb. In (b), -el is used and <tuca> for tuk'a 'what' has been fronted. In (c), <silla> 'chair' has been fronted and -el is also present on the verb. The referee's proposal that the use of -el with locatives may have been extended from positional stative verbs to transitive verbs with -b'e, which can promote both locatives and instruments, is also supported. This suggests, in turn, that the suffix described by Moran as <-bel> <-el> was actually either -b'e ~ -e or -b'e ~ -W. The -b'e ~ -e form could in fact have been -b'ẽ -'-. . . -e, as reconstructed for Proto-Ch'olan by Kaufman and Norman (1984:116) in the verb *äl-b'e ~ *ä'le, possibly attested as 'a're in modern Ch'orti'. Also, if Ch'orti' is in fact a descendant of Ch'olti', then the -el 'locative' suffix was lost from Ch'orti', which shows no evidence of it. However, if the two are sibling languages, and given that the -el suffix was most likely an innovation in Ch'olti', maybe Ch'orti' simply inherited the ancestral Proto-Ch'olan pattern (i.e., no -el suffix). Based on the evidence from Ch'olti', one of the referees of this paper has pointed out that Ch'olti', like K'iche', promotes locatives and instruments with -b'e when these are fronted. As in K'iche', fronting was probably realized for pragmatic focus and questioning, as in (19)- (21) above. This is unlike Ch'ol/Chontal and Tzotzil/Tzeltal, where the -b'e/PO rule is obligatory with the presence of an indirect role in the clause, but is more like the Eastern Mayan languages where the rule applies for pragmatic purposes and generally with fronting of the instrument or locative. As the same referee also points out, the Ch'olti' construction is also more like the Eastern Mayan languages in that it applies with instruments and locatives.
Ch'olti' also uses the prep-erg-b'a phrase in the same manner as in Ch'orti', but unlike Ch'orti' the preposition used is ti, not ta, as noted in table 1:
(52) Ch'olti' (Moran 1695:5, 9) (52a) <uy aku Dios tikaba ne pa ukhel> uy-a( j)k'u-W-W Dios ti-ka-b'a ne 3serg-give-cmp-3sabs god prep-1perg-rn det pa' uk'el tortilla drink 'dio nos Dios a nosotros la comida y la bebida' ('God gave us our food and drink').
(52b) <tuba vinikob u kale Dios ti khan lum>
Dios ti chan lum God prep sky earth ('For men God made the earth and sky').
(52c) <inchohbeya taba> in-chohbe-ya t-a-ba 1serg-love-nmlzr prep-2serg-rn 'my love for you' Tzeltalan (Tzeltal-Tzotzil). The examples from Mocho' (Greater Q'anjob'alan) also suggest Proto-Western-Mayan had *-b'e ~ *-b'.
Not enough data are presented in this paper regarding the syntax of the construction in Greater Q'anjob'alan. Mocho' has nonproductive uses of -b'e with the nonproductive function of PO advancement. As noted by a referee, Akatek allows promotion of addressees, and possibly other indirect roles, but no morphological marker is necessary. However, in Jakaltek, instrument promotion has been pointed out by Craig (1978) , who notes that the regular antipassivizer -n is used to promote the instrument argument. Perhaps the antipassivizer suffix took on the function of triggering the pragmatic focus of instruments, a function similar to the focus of agents, once Jakaltek lost the -b'e suffix. Given the Mocho' and Jakaltek evidence, it is possible that Greater Q'anjob'alan once had a -b'e/PO advancement rule for indirect roles.
The evidence from Greater Tzeltalan permits a much fuller discussion. First, Tzotzil and Ch'olti allow promotion of instruments to PO. Ch'olti' allows promotion of locatives but with a suffix other than -b'e. Therefore, Tzotzil and Ch'olti' support a -b'e applicative rule of instrumental advancement to PO in Proto-Greater-Tzeltalan. In Tzotzil, there is no obligatory fronting of the instrument. In Ch'olti', the examples show the instrument fronted for focus or questioning. Second, Tzotzil, Tzeltal, Ch'ol, Chontal, and Ch'orti' provide evidence supporting the reconstruction of a -b'e/PO advancement rule with the following indirect roles: addressees, benefactives, recipients, malefactives, and possessors of patients. In Tzotzil, Tzeltal, Ch'ol, and less so in Chontal, the rule is obligatory in its applicability, whereas in Ch'orti' it is lexicalized in certain verbs (e.g., 'a're 'to tell') and simply frozen without syntactic consequences in others (e.g., tak(')b'e). Based on such evidence, Kaufman (1990:80) has proposed that Greater Tzeltalan had an obligatory indirective advancement rule. In contrast, a referee has posited that the obligatory applicability of the -b'e/PO advancement rule in Tzotzil, Tzeltal, Ch'ol, and Chontal suggests a shared innovation through close contact. I think this is likely, mainly because, as the referee notes, the instrumental promotion with fronting in Ch'olti', absent in Tzotzil, Tzeltal, Ch'ol, and Chontal, is probably a conservative feature, given its similarities to instrument promotion with fronting in K'iche' (Eastern Mayan).
There is additional evidence for close interaction between Western Ch'olan and Tzeltalan. Kaufman (1989:part C, 41) has argued that several changes spread from Western Ch'olan to Tzeltalan. These include the extension of *k-'1perg' to function also as '1serg', and of *-on '1pabs' to function also as '1sabs', with loss in both Western Ch'olan and Tzeltalan of the ancestral *n(w)-'1serg'. Eastern Ch'olan, perhaps due to geographic cized to direct object (i.e., -b'ah 'self ') in what Kaufman would regard as Western Mayan (the referee notes its use as such in Akatek, Tzotzil, Tzeltal, Ch'ol, Acalan, Chontal, Ch'olti, and Ch'orti'), and later still to indirect object (i.e., -b'ah 'for/to X') in what Kaufman would regard as Proto-Ch'olan (the referee notes Acalan and Ch'olti'). It makes good sense that the indirect object function is reconstructible then to Proto-Ch'olan as *t(i/a)-erg-b'a + NP. Kaufman (1989:part A, 21 ) also notes that both Tzotzil and Tzeltal have a construction ta-erg-b'a(h) meaning 'on': ta-erg-b'a in Tzotzil and taerg-b'ah in Tzeltal. There is epigraphic evidence that Classic Mayan texts had the phrase ti-erg-b'ah with the meaning 'on (his/her head)', suggesting that Proto-Greater-Tzeltalan had *ta-erg-b'ah 'on (his/her head)' (MoraMarín 2003).
Discussion and reconciliation of reconstructions.
The evidence presented so far allows for a somewhat detailed reconstruction of the -b'e/PO rule in Mayan (table 3) .
(1) The suffix can be reconstructed as *-b'e to Proto-Central-Mayan (Eastern Mayan and Western Mayan) at the earliest Kaufman 1989:part D, 41-42) , but not to Proto-Mayan as Dayley (1981:59) has argued, or to Common Mayan in Robertson's (1992; model. Further research on Yukatekan and Wastekan, however, may provide evidence for cognates of this marker. dressees. This is supported internally by the evidence for productive indirective verbs in Western Ch'olan, for frozen indirective verbs in Eastern Ch'olan, and for productive instrumental advancement in Eastern Ch'olan. It is also supported externally by the evidence for productive instrumental advancement in Tzeltalan (Tzotzil), for productive indirective verbs in Tzeltalan (Tzotzil, Tzeltal), for productive instrumental and locative advancement in Eastern Mayan (e.g., K'iche'), and for frozen indirective verbs in Eastern Mayan (K'iche', Tz'utujil) and in Greater Q'anjob'alan (Mocho'). Both the instrumental and indirective advancement rules were likely present in ProtoMayan, albeit possibly with different markers. Future research might confirm the presence of cognates of -b'e in Wastekan and Yukatekan.
The evidence presented here poses some interesting constraints on what one might find in Classic Mayan hieroglyphic texts. First, when the -b'e/PO rule was not used, Proto-Ch'olan most likely used an antidative construction of the form *t(i/a)+erg-b'a(h) + NP for the expression of indirect roles. It is not possible to hypothesize what a Proto-Greater-Tzeltalan antidative construction might have looked like, since Tzeltalan lacks one. But it is possible to hypothesize at least that Proto-Greater-Tzeltalan (e.g., Ch'ol ti + NP and Tzotzil ta + NP) and Proto-Ch'olan (e.g., Ch'ol ti + NP and Ch'orti' ta(ka/ma) + NP) could have expressed instruments with the use of a prepositional phrase *ta + NP and *t(i/a) + NP, respectively, when the -b'e/PO rule did not apply. Since Proto-Ch'olan's likely antidative construction and its instrument prepositional phrase both have in common the use of the preposition *ti ~ *ta, one can only assume that the Pre-Ch'olan counterparts did so as well. It is not possible, however, to know whether Pre-Ch'olan had an antidative construction of the form *t(i/a) + NP or *t(i/a)+erg-b'a(h) based on the evidence presented here. The question of the linguistic affiliation of Classic Mayan texts, or at least of the linguistic affiliation of the standard language represented in them, could be solved in part by determining whether antidative constructions appear as *t(i/a) + NP or *t(i/a) +erg-b'a(h).
